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GST IN INDIA – THE ARDUOUS JOURNEY BEGINS! 
 
 

While the world economies are grappling with financial crisis and economic slowdown, Indian 

economy still appears to be growing, though at a slow pace. 

As we come closer to the B-day, we don't find any clues on the GST except the arguments and 

cross arguments from the political parties. Our FM expects to negotiate through in coming days so 

far as GST road block is concerned. On consultations with the opposition, Finance Minister has 

said that almost all political parties except the Congress support the GST. The introduction of GST 

in 2016-17 is almost ruled out and it may see the April 2017 dream time line only if the 

Government is able to get the Constitutional amendment Bill passed in forthcoming winter session 

of the Parliament.  

 

GST, which seeks to subsume all indirect taxes such as excise duty, service tax and sales tax into 

one uniform rate, is stuck in the Rajya Sabha with Congress stalling its passage. Finance Minister 

is also hoping to get the Constitution Amendment Bill for GST cleared by the Rajya Sabha in the 

Budget Session of Parliament that starts on February 23. State Finance Ministers also met 

Finance Minister on February 6 for a pre-Budget discussion but GST was not at the fore of 

discussions. 

 

Finance Minister has hinted that upcoming budget would focus on structural reforms to lift the 

country's growth and not resort to sheer populism for ratings. 
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The Union Budget 2016 exercise is on and Budget session of Parliament commences on 22nd 

February 2016. While there is no GST from 1st April, 2016, it is likely that Government may 

make Congress agree for discussion and passage of Constitution (122nd Amendment) Bill, 2014 

in this session to pave the way of GST, without losing any further time. If Budget session is 

also missed, India may even miss the 2017 deadline on GST.  

Finance Minister is also hoping to get the Constitution Amendment Bill for GST cleared by the 

Rajya Sabha in the Budget Session of Parliament that starts on February 23. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rollout of the country’s most significant indirect tax reform is almost certain to be further 

delayed, with the Government easing up on the draft of the enabling model legislation to usher 

in a Goods and Services Tax. While the Constitution Amendment Bill for the GST will be listed 

for consideration and passage by the Rajya Sabha in the Budget Session of Parliament, which 

starts on February 23, the groundwork for it is not fully in place. A highly placed source said 

that the model legislation that has to be passed by the Centre and the States has not been 

given full shape. Discussions with the States on the modalities of the GST structure have not 

yet been held. The Government was hoping to put out the drafts of the enabling legislation – 

Central GST, State GST, and Inter-State GST – for public discussion by the end of December, 

but that hasn’t come about. The political deadlock over the GST bill too is far from resolved. 

Other highly placed sources said discussions are still going on with the Congress, which is 

unyielding on a review of certain provisions. Another indication of the likely delay came at the 

pre-Budget consultations that Finance Minister had with State Finance Ministers on February 

6. The rollout of the GST was not a top priority at the meeting. The Government has been 

tentatively eyeing a mid-year rollout of the tax – either June 1 or October 1. But now the buzz 

is that the implementation of the GST may be pushed back by a year to April 2017.Besides, the 

Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers last met in November 2015 and continues to 

be without a chairperson.  

 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 10.02.2016) 

 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX  

GST SEEMS FATED FOR FURTHER DELAY; DRAFT BILL NOT IN PLACE 

 

Read more at: 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/50540243.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cp

pst 

 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX UPDATE 

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/50540243.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/50540243.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
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Political troubles for the proposed goods and services tax (GST) legislation do not seem to be 

ending. It is clear that the overtures made by the National Democratic Alliance Government in 

November during the winter session of Parliament failed to persuade the Congress to reach an 

understanding on passing the Constitution amendment Bill on GST. As is evident after last 

week's meeting to decide the schedule of the forthcoming Budget session of Parliament, the 

Congress and other Opposition political parties are keen on cornering the Government - 

particularly in the Rajya Sabha, where it is vulnerable because of its lack of majority. This has 

clouded the prospects of a smooth passage of the Constitution amendment Bill on GST in the 

Budget session, a critical requirement if the transformative tax reform is to take effect during 

the next financial year. What has made matters worse is Prime Minister recent charge that only 

one family was responsible for disrupting Parliament. Instead, the Government's leaders have 

provoked the Opposition just ahead of the Budget session. 

 

Apart from political troubles, the GST Bill is also a victim of a failure on the part of the 

Government and the Opposition parties to narrow their differences on its broad structure. The 

Government has rightly suggested that fixing a cap on the tax rate in the main law would be 

inadvisable and the Congress should see reason in that argument. Similarly, the Government 

should show its willingness to address the Congress concerns on a needless one per cent tax 

on inter-state transfer of goods, which will help only producing states and undermine the spirit 

of the GST regime, and also on the formation of a dispute settlement authority with states 

having a reasonable say in its decision-making powers. Unfortunately, not much progress has 

taken place in settling these three crucial differences. Given the fractious nature of politics 

affecting legislative work in Parliament and the unresolved differences over key elements in the 

GST Bill, it is perhaps time the Government recalibrated its timelines for rolling out the new 

tax regime across the country. Its road map should be defined by its recognition of what is 

politically feasible. There are a host of other reforms that the Union government can get 

implemented in states where it has a friendly and cooperative Government. Instead of spending 

all its political energy on the GST Bill, which has hit a major roadblock, the Union Government 

should not lose sight of many other state-level reforms like those in labour laws, leasing of land 

and agriculture. 

 (SOURCE: BUSINESS STANDARD DATED 07.02.2016) 

 

 

Finance Minister highlighted India’s resilience in the midst of the global slowdown and assured 

foreign investors of a stable policy regime. He also assured them of further reforms, including 

the passage of the Constitution Amendment Bill for the Goods and Services Tax and the 

Insolvency Code in the forthcoming Budget Session. Investors from countries, including the 

UAE and Singapore, are attending the two-day meet where Union Ministries as well as State 

Governments are highlighting projects for funding.  The Centre is also working to set up the 

Insolvency Code at the earliest. It is with the Joint Committee of Parliament, which is 

GOVERNMENT SHOULD NOT WASTE ALL ENERGY ON GST BILL 

GST WILL BECOME A REALITY SOON, REITERATES FINANCE MINISTER 
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endeavoring to give its report in the first week of March and we hope to get the Bill cleared in 

the coming session of Parliament.  

 

The Budget Session of Parliament is scheduled to start from February 23.  Inviting foreign 

sovereign wealth and pension funds to invest in projects in sectors including roads, railways 

and ports, Finance Minister also promised ease of doing business and said the Centre is 

looking to at a Dispute Resolution Mechanism to ensure that projects do not get held up.  

 

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 05.02.2016) 

 

 

 

Preparing for the rollout of the Goods and Services Tax (GST), the Finance Ministry has kicked-

off initial work on the reorganization of field offices of central excise and service tax. The 

Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) is understood to be working on a proposal for 

cadre restructuring of officials of central excise and service tax that can take over once the new 

indirect tax regime kicks in. In this context, the Directorate General of Human Resource 

Development has been directed to initiate the exercise of formulating a proposal in right 

earnest, CBEC said in an internal missive, noting that there will be a need for administrative 

restructuring under the GST regime. In this regard, CBEC has also begun collecting data on 

the number of commissionerates of service tax and central excise and annual turnover-wise 

assessees for both the levies.  

It has also asked field formations to provide information on the number of State-wise and 

annual turnover-wise assessees of value-added tax as well as the existing organizational 

structure, appeal and review system for the State levy. The board has also asked all Principal 

Chief Commissioners to appoint nodal officers to coordinate with State governments on this 

information as well as provide assistance to the Directorate General of HRD.  

Administrative preparedness by the CBEC will help the government roll out the GST at any 

point during the year, once all legislative clearances have been taken. After missing the 

deadline of April 1, 2016, for introduction of the tax, the Centre now plans to roll it out mid-

way during the next fiscal — either from June 1 or September 1. Finance Minister is also 

hoping to get the Constitution Amendment Bill for GST cleared by the Rajya Sabha in the 

Budget Session of Parliament that starts on February 23. State Finance Ministers also met 

Finance Minister on February 6 for a pre-Budget discussion but GST was not at the fore of 

discussions.  

(SOURCE: BUSINESS LINE DATED 08.02.2016) 

GST ROLL-OUT: CBEC INITIATES WORK ON CADRE RESTRUCTURING 
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QUERY: 

What is cascading effect and how GST will address this? 

 

REPLY: 

A tax that is levied on a good at each stage of the production process up to the point of being 

sold to the final consumer. Cascading effect of taxes is one of the major distortions of the 

Indian taxation regime. Federal structure of our democracy, allows both states and center to 

levy taxes separately and this has caused this cascading. While Income tax, Excise duty, 

Service tax and Central Sales tax (CST), Securities Transaction tax is levied by the center; 

VAT/sales tax, Entry tax, State excise, Property tax, Agriculture tax and octroi is charged by 

the State governments. There are many possible transactions which come under the ambit of 

two or more of these taxes and the value of the second tax is calculated on the value arrived at 

by adding the value of first tax to the value of transaction. For example, inter-state purchase of 

goods would attract both Central Service tax and Sales tax and manufacturing and sell would 

be liable to Cenvat over and above CST. 

 

Implementation of GST promises many benefits as reduction in the number of taxes at the 

Central and state levels, cut in effective tax rate for many goods, removal of the current 

cascading effect of taxes, reduction of transaction costs for taxpayers through simplified tax 

compliance, and increased tax collections due to wider tax base and better compliance. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

REVENUE NEUTRAL RATE (RNR) 

 

RNR, in layman terms, is the rate that allows the Centre and states to sustain the current 

revenues from tax collections and, therefore, takes within its ambit, amongst others, any tax 

losses because of taxes subsumed and/or phased out, grant of input tax credits as well as 

sharing of the tax base, i.e. taxation of goods and services. 

 

In the proposed GST regime, the revenue of the Government would not be the same in 

comparison with the present tax structure due to tax credit mechanism or otherwise. 

Therefore, an adjustment in tax rate is required to avoid reduction in revenue of the 

Government. Hence, the rate of tax will have to be suitably adjusted to ensure that tax revenue 

does not reduce. This rate is termed as ‘Revenue Neutral rate’ (RNR). It is the rate at which tax 

revenue remains the same despite giving credit of duty paid on inputs and other factors. 

 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX MATTERS !! 

UNDERSTANDING GOODS AND SERVICES TAX  
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It is the tax rate that will allow the Government to receive the same amount of money despite of 

changes in tax laws. In the GST regime, the revenue of the government would not be same in 

comparison with the present tax structure due to tax credit mechanism, removal of cascading 

effect, or otherwise. Therefore an adjusted in tax rate is required to avoid reduction in revenue 

of the government. This adjusted Rate is termed as Revenue Neutral Rate (RNR). 

 

 

 

 

 

GST in European Union (EU) 

 

The Value Added Tax Principle  

 

Output VAT: VAT on output supplies charged by a business and paid by its customers.  

 

Input VAT: VAT that is paid by a business to other businesses on the supplies that a business 

receives  

 

Input tax credit: A business is generally able to recover input VAT to the extent that the input 

VAT is attributable to its taxable outputs.  

 

Input VAT is recovered by offsetting it against the output VAT for which the business is 

required to account to the government, or, if there is an excess, by claiming a repayment 

(refund) from the government. The net effect of this is that each supplier in the chain remits tax 

on the value added, and ultimately the tax is paid by the end consumer. The final consumer 

does not receive a credit for the VAT paid.  

 

 

Destination Based Tax  

Generally, VAT is charged on the 'destination principle' i.e. the supply of goods or services is 

taxed in the Member State where the goods or services are delivered commonly known as the 

'Member State of arrival'.  

The mechanism for achieving this result is as follows:  

 

 The exporting Member State zero-rates the VAT. This means that the Member State of the 

exporting merchant does not collect VAT on the sale, but still gives the exporting merchant 

a credit for the VAT paid on the purchase by the exporter (in practice, this often means  a 

cash refund).  

 The importing Member State 'reverse charges' the VAT. This means that the importer is 

required to pay VAT to the importing Member State at its rate. In many cases, a credit is 

immediately given for this as input VAT. The importer then charges VAT on resale in the 

normal way.  

 

 

GST GLOBALLY  
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Exceptions are made to the destination based principle and are also made in case of:  

 

 supplies of goods such as: distance supply (i.e. mail order catalog sales or e-commerce 

supplies), supplies within EU to exempt/non-taxable legal persons and excise products 

(i.e. energy products, alcohol and alcoholic beverages and manufactured tobacco).  

 supplies of services such as: supply of transport, supply of real estate services, etc.  

 

In such cases the tax is sometimes based on the 'origin principle' and collected in the State of 

origin, commonly known as 'Member State of dispatch'.  

 

(To be continued……..) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 GST Issues on Coaching Institutions – Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal, 

www.taxmanagementindia.com, dated 05.02.2016. 

 Conceptual understanding of inter-state GST (IGST) – Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal, Business 

Advisor, dated 10.02.2016. 

 GST models and CGST – Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal, www.taxguru.co.in, dated 12.02.2016. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GST CAPSULE!!  

Presently Canada is the only country which follows the dual GST model. India 

is likely to follow the same because of its federal structure. 

GST LITERATURE 

http://www.taxmanagementindia.com/
http://www.taxguru.co.in/
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Just Released: Guide to Goods & Service Tax (GST), 2016 Edition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GUIDE TO 

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX 

(GST) 

By 

Dr. Sanjiv Agarwal 

Chartered Accountants  

 

About the Book 

 

India is all set to migrate to Goods and Services Tax (GST) in near future which queries will be 

the biggest ever tax reform of independent India. GST is in vogue in most of the developed 

economies all over the world and India has already embarked upon a journey on GST path. 

This first edition of the Book - Guide to Goods and Services Tax is a work spanning over ten 

Chapters explaining various facets of GST and nine Annexures comprising text of 

Constitutional (122nd Amendment) Bill, 2014 and various reports relating to GST including 

those on business processes viz, registration, payments, returns and refund under GST regime. 

The book discuses indirect tax structure in India; introduction to GST, its objectives, need for 

GST; models of GST; new concepts in GST – CGST, IGST, SGST, revenue neutral rate, GSTN; 

detailed discussion on likely legal frame work of CGST& IGST; specially developed FAQs on 

GST; recent developments and impact on trade and industry. 

 

The Book is useful for all who are concerned with and want to understand GST including 

corporate executives, professionals, assessees, trade and industry. 

GST HUMOUR!! 

GST and Valentine connection 

Two consultants were heard chatting yesterday  

 
One   - It looks like GST amendment may be passed this time  

                                  in budget session  

 
Second  - How can you say that ! It's very difficult to predict  

                                  Congress President 
 
First one - You never know wishing on valentine day may do  

                                  wonders !! 

 
 

 

 

 ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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Highlights 

 Comprehensive and organized coverage on GST at one place  

 GST concept explained in Ten Illustrated Chapters 

 Detailed understanding of GST 

 Proposed GST models including IGST 

 New concepts of GST explained (GST, SGST, IGST, RNR etc.) 

 Covers proposed Constitutional Amendment 

 International perspective on GST 

 GST explained via FAQs 

 Recent Developments in GST arena captured 

 Text of Major Reports / Discussion papers / Reports on Business Processes  

 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FOR EXCLUSIVE AND IN HOUSE 

SEMINAR / WORK SHOP 
ON 

GOODS AND SERVICE TAX (GST) 
CONDUCTED BY 

DR. SANJIV AGARWAL (FCA, FCS) 
PLEASE CONTACT AT: 

asandco@gmail.com                                                                       ascogst@gmail.com 

 IF YOU WISH TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS NEWSLETTER, SEND A 
REQUEST TO ascogst@gmail.com  
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